Introduction {#S0001}
============

Cervical cancer (CC) is one of the most common gynecological malignancies with cervical squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) accounting for about 80\~85% of cases while cervical adenocarcinoma (ADC) approaches 15\~20%.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] The clinical diagnosis of ADC patients is difficult and a reliable noninvasive method for preoperative prediction and post-treatment monitoring has not been available.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] Traditional detection methods are less reliable for ADC due to anterior lesions associated with ADC that are located in deep side depressions of the transformation region of the cervix, making it difficult to obtain effective specimens.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006] Compared to SCC, ADC has usually larger tumor volumes, earlier local invasion and rapid lymph node metastasis. The malignant behavior of ADC is extremely strong, it has the capability of long-distance transmission, is resistant to radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy and has a particularly poor prognosis.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] In previous literature, there have been many efforts to enhance the clinicopathological assessment of the predictive prognostic factor of ADC,[@CIT0002],[@CIT0009]-[@CIT0011] such as International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage, lymph node metastasis (LNM), stromal invasion, differentiation and tumor size. However, the above studies mainly focused on postoperative predictive prognostic factors, lacking preoperative intervention and assessment. Currently, multiple serum tumor-markers have been described as possible preoperative factors for the screening and monitoring of the clinical course of primary gynecological carcinoma.[@CIT0012]--[@CIT0014] Earlier studies found that serum carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA125) is an independent prognostic marker for patients with ADC and elevated serum carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels were significantly associated with the presence of lymph node metastasis in ADC.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016] Unfortunately, their roles in early ADC disease have not been defined. In addition, other routinely tested tumor markers, such as squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCC-Ag), alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), carbohydrate antigen 153 (CA153) and carbohydrate antigen 199 (CA199) have been investigated to correlate with prognosis in human malignancies,[@CIT0010],[@CIT0017]-[@CIT0019] but there is no evidence that they are associated with the prognosis of early stage ADC. Moreover, recent studies confirmed that the combination of CEA and CA125 could predict prognosis in gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer and breast cancers, but its utility for early-stage ADC has not been identified.[@CIT0020]--[@CIT0022] Our research aimed to resolve these unanswered questions.

A better method to identify associated preoperative predictive tumor-biomarkers would help to determine the patients who have disease regression and recurrence of early-stage ADC. We aimed to analyze the association of these preoperative serum tumor-markers with clinical parameters indicating poor prognosis and attempted to identify the possible preoperative prognostic predictors of early-stage ADC.

Patients and Methods {#S0002}
====================

Ethics Statement {#S0002-S2001}
----------------

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Women's Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine. All patients provided written informed consent and the study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Patients {#S0002-S2002}
--------

This retrospective study enrolled 212 patients with early-stage ADC treated at Women's Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine between January 2005 and December 2015. Patients who lacked serum tumor-marker data (7 cases) were excluded. The remaining 205 patients who received standard treatment and did not receive any anticancer therapy prior to their surgery were enrolled in the study. There were 188 patients with accurate follow-up data for at least 3 years between January 2010 and December 2018. Demographic and clinicopathologic characteristics were collected from medical records and included: age, FIGO stage, body mass index (BMI), menopause status, tumor size, myometrial invasion, vaginal wall extension, parametrial extension, endometrial extension, lymph vascular space invasion (LVSI), LNM, surgical margin, histological type and preoperative tumor-markers.

### Preoperative Serum Tumor-Markers Examination {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

All patients were diagnosed with early-stage ADC by pathologists in our hospital and initial values of preoperative serum tumor-markers were drawn and tested prior to initiation of treatment. In total, 3 mL venous blood samples were collected from each subject in the morning on an empty stomach. The samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm (SORVALL^®^, floor-type refrigerated centrifuge) for 10 min at 22--24°C before being sent for tumor-marker analysis. The assay was performed directly on non-citrated serum. If tumor-marker analysis was carried out within 24h of collection, samples were refrigerated at 0--4°C. Otherwise, the samples were divided into aliquots and deep frozen (−70°C) until required. The serum tumor markers were estimated using an automated chemiluminescence analyzer (Shanghai Roche Diagnostic products Co., LTD., CHINA). All assay procedures were performed according to manufacturer instructions. The criterion of normal upper limits of these serum tumor-markers are based on \<Common used serum tumor marker tests: clinical practice and quality management\>, issued by the national health commission, PRC. The normal upper limits were as follows: SCC-Ag was 1.5 ng/mL, CEA was 5.0 ng/mL, AFP was 7.0 ng/mL, CA125 was 35 U/mL, CA153 was 25 U/mL and CA199 was 39 U/mL. In addition, 50 enrolled cases lacked preoperative serum SCC-Ag data, 125 enrolled cases lacked preoperative serum CA199 data.

### Operative Process {#S0002-S2002-S3002}

All enrolled ADC patients underwent surgery by the oncology team at Women's Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine according to NCCN (National Comprehensive Cancer Network) guidelines. All patients were no fertility sparing. Patients of stage IA1 without LVSI underwent extrafascial hysterectomy; stage IA1 with LVSI and stage IA2 underwent modified radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymph node dissection with or without bilateral adnexectomy with or without para-aortic lymph node dissection; stage IB1, stage IB2 and stage IIA1 underwent radical hysterectomy with pelvic lymph node dissection with or without bilateral adnexectomy with or without para-aortic lymph node dissection. All specimens were fixed in formalin for 24--48h and examined by both surgeons and pathologists. The pathologists then prepared, stained and read the specimen slices. The surgical specimens were histologically evaluated according to the World Health Organization classification criteria. The senior pathologist reviewed all histologic parameters, including differentiation, tumor size, myometrial invasion, vaginal wall extension, parametrial extension, endometrial extension, LVSI, LNM, surgical margin and histological type. Clinical stage and histological type were based on criteria established by the FIGO guidelines. Tumor size was evaluated by the attending gynecologic oncologist during the preoperative pelvic examination and the tumors were classified into 2 groups: ≥4 cm or \<4 cm. Myometrial invasion was grouped into deep and superficial invasion, based on the ratio of tumor invading the cervical stroma to more than 2/3 of the cervical thickness. The histology samples were grouped into pure adenocarcinoma and others types (including clear cell adenocarcinoma, serous adenocarcinoma and middle tubular adenocarcinoma).

### Follow-Up {#S0002-S2002-S3003}

Patients with early-stage ADC were followed-up postoperatively by interview at the clinic or by phone call. Patients were followed-up clinically every 3 months for the first year, every 4 months for the second year and then every 6 months until they remained without evidence of disease for 3 years. Regional tumor recurrence, distant metastasis and patient survival were recorded. Follow-up ended in December 2018. Among them, 17 patients (17/205, 8.29%) were lost to follow-up.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Patient Characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------

A total of 205 patients with the early-stage ADC were enrolled into the study. The mean patient age was 38.4 (range 28--71) years. Overall, 16 patients (7.8%) were stage IA1; 4 patients (2.0%) were stage IA2; 150 patients (73.2%) were stage IB1; 14 patients (6.8%) were stage IB2; 21 patients (10.2%) were stage IIA1. Of these, 28 patients (13.7%) were postmenopausal; 23 patients (11.2%) were poorly differentiated; 30 patients (14.6%) had tumors ≥4 cm; 49 patients (23.9%) were obese; 56 patients (27.3%) had deep of myometrial invasion; 12 patients (5.9%) involved the vaginal wall; 4 patients (2.0%) had parametrial extension; 11 patients (5.4%) had endometrial extension; 15 patients (7.3%) had LVSI; 21 (10.2%) had LNM; 2 patients (1.0%) had surgical margin positive; 36 patients (17.6%) were pure adenocarcinoma. Preoperative serum SCC-Ag was elevated (range 0.17--4.18 ng/mL) in 7.1% (11 of 155), CEA (range 0.3--219.9 ng/mL) in 10.7% (22 of 205), AFP (range 0.6--9.4 ng/mL) in 0.5% (1 of 205), CA125 (range 2.6--317.4 U/mL) in 10.7% (22 of 205), CA153 (range 1.3--32.6 U/mL) in 1.0% (2 of 205) and CA199 (range 0.6--938.3 U/mL) in 6.2% (5 of 80). As shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, elevated CA125 was significantly associated with degree of myometrial invasion (P=0.011) and LNM (P=0.002). Elevated CEA was significantly associated with BMI (P=0.012) and degree of myometrial invasion (P=0.002). The combination of serum CA125 and CEA was significantly associated with FIGO stage (P=0.004), BMI (P=0.029) and LNM (P=0.037). As shown in [[Supplementary Table S1](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=250614.pdf)]{.ul}, elevated SCC-Ag was significantly associated with histological type (P=0.004), elevated AFP was significantly associated with parametrial extension (P=0.020), elevated CA199 was significantly associated with myometrial invasion (P=0.019), vaginal wall extension (P=0.001) and endometrial extension (P=0.009), there is no significance in elevated serum CA153.Table 1The Correlation Between Expression of Tumor Markers (CA125, CEA and Combination of CA125 and CEA) and Clinicopathological Characteristics in Patients with Early-Stage Cervical Adenocarcinoma CharacteristicsCA125, n(%)*P*CEA, n(%)*P*Combination of Ca125 and CEA, n(%)*P*AbnormalNormalAbnormalNormalBoth AbnormalOthersPatient age (years)0.2090.7871.000≤5018 (8.8)126 (61.5)16 (7.8)128 (62.4)6 (2.9)138 (67.3)\>504 (2.0)57 (27.8)6 (2.9)55 (26.8)2 (1.0)59 (28.8)FIGO stage0.0950.0950.004\*I17 (8.3)167 (81.5)17 (8.3)167 (81.5)4 (2.0)180 (87.8)II5 (2.4)16 (7.8)5 (2.4)16 (7.8)4 (2.0)17 (8.3)BMI0.1470.012\*0.029\*≤24.914 (6.8)142 (69.3)12 (5.9)144 (70.2)3 (1.5)153 (74.6)\>24.98 (3.9)41 (20.0)10 (4.9)39 (19.0)5 (2.4)44 (21.5)Menopause0.3260.7450.669Yes5 (2.4)23 (11.2)4 (2.0)24 (11.7)2 (1.0)26 (12.7)No17 (8.3)160 (78.0)18 (8.8)159 (77.6)6 (2.9)171 (83.4)Differentiation0.1460.1460.222Well/moderate17 (8.3)165 (80.5)17 (8.3)165 (80.5)6 (2.9)176 (85.9)Poor5 (2.4)18 (8.8)5 (2.4)18 (8.8)2 (1.0)21 (10.2)Tumor size (cm)0.4140.2721.000\<417 (8.3)158 (77.1)21 (10.2)154 (75.1)7 (3.4)168 (82.0)≥45 (2.4)25 (12.2)1 (0.5)29 (14.1)1 (0.5)29 (14.1)Myometrial invasion0.011\*0.002\*0.287\<2/311 (5.4)138 (67.3)10 (4.9)139 (67.8)4 (2.0)145 (70.7)≥2/311 (5.4)45 (22.0)12 (5.9)44 (21.5)4 (2.0)52 (25.4)Vaginal wall extension0.8380.8380.388No20 (9.8)173 (84.4)20 (9.8)173 (84.4)7 (3.4)186 (90.7)Yes2 (1.0)10 (4.9)2 (1.0)10 (4.9)1 (0.5)11 (5.4)Parametrial extension0.0580.0580.148No20 (9.8)181 (88.3)20 (9.8)181 (88.3)7 (3.4)194 (94.6)Yes2 (1.0)2 (1.0)2 (1.0)2 (1.0)1 (0.5)3 (1.5)Endometrial extension0.1860.7490.362No19 (9.3)175 (85.4)20 (9.8)174 (84.9)7 (3.4)187 (91.2)Yes3 (1.5)8 (3.9)2 (1.0)9 (4.4)1 (0.5)10 (4.9)LVSI0.4400.9240.461No19 (9.3)171 (83.4)21 (10.2)169 (82.4)7 (3.4)183 (89.3)Yes3 (1.5)12 (5.9)1 (0.5)14 (6.8)1 (0.5)14 (6.8)LNM0.002\*0.3540.037\*No15 (7.3)169 (82.4)18 (8.8)166 (81.0)5 (2.4)179 (87.3)Yes7 (3.4)14 (6.8)4 (2.0)17 (8.3)3 (1.5)18 (8.8)Surgical margin1.0001.0001.000Clear22 (10.7)181 (88.3)22 (10.7)181 (88.3)8 (3.9)195 (95.1)Involved0 (0.0)2 (1.0)0 (0.0)2 (1.0)0 (0.0)2 (1.0)Histological type0.4191.0001.000Pure adenocarcinoma2 (1.0)34 (16.6)4 (2.0)32 (15.6)1 (0.5)35 (17.1)Other20 (9.8)149 (72.7)18 (8.8)151 (73.7)7 (3.4)162 (79.0)[^2][^3]

Survival Analysis {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------

During follow-up, 20 patients out of 188 (10.64%) experienced clinical recurrence and 17 (9.04%) died of progressive disease. Their median follow-up time was 51 months (range 3--165 months). Survival curves show the correlation of preoperative serum tumor marker levels with DFS and OS ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [[Supplementary Figure S1](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=250614.pdf)]{.ul}). Kaplan--Meier analysis indicated that elevated serum CA125 was associated with shorter DFS (P=0.009, n=22) while elevated serum CEA was significantly associated with shorter DFS (P=0.022, n=22) and OS (P=0.024, n=22). Moreover, when the combination of serum CEA and CA125 was examined for prognostic value, the correlation with shorter DFS (P=0.001, n=8) and OS (P=0.002, n=8) was more significant. However, other preoperative serum tumor markers (SCC-Ag, AFP, CA153 and CA199) showed no correlation with DFS and OS in these patients. [Tables 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} present the results of univariate and multivariate Cox regression models, respectively. Cox univariate proportional hazards analysis showed that FIGO stage, differentiation, myometrial invasion, parametrial extension, endometrial extension and preoperative serum tumor markers (CA125, CEA and their combination) were significantly correlated with shorter DFS (P\<0.05), as well as FIGO stage, differentiation, myometrial invasion, parametrial extension, endometrial extension and preoperative serum tumor markers (CEA, combination of serum CA125 and CEA) were significantly correlated with OS (P\<0.05). Multivariate analyses showed that the combination of serum CA125 and CEA, FIGO stage, differentiation and myometrial invasion were independent prognostic factors of DFS and serum CA125 and CEA, FIGO stage, differentiation and myometrial invasion were independent prognostic factors of OS in early-stage ADC patients (P\<0.05).Table 2Univariate Analysis of the Associations Between Prognostic Value and Disease-Free and Overall Survival Rates in Patients with Early-Stage Cervical AdenocarcinomaVariableDisease-Free SurvivalOverall SurvivalHR95% CI*P*HR95% CI*P*Patient age (years)2.0420.846--4.9270.1121.6940.643--4.4590.286FIGO stage6.3002.551--15.5586.60E^−5\*^4.2231.471--12.1210.007\*BMI1.9440.789--4.7880.1482.0010.757--5.2880.162Menopause1.5640.521--4.6950.4251.1420.327--3.9920.836Differentiation5.9802.442--14.6439.10E^−5\*^5.1811.945--13.8030.001\*Tumor size (cm)1.0530.308--3.5970.9350.8480.194--3.7130.827Myometrial invasion7.6272.908--20.0083.60E^−5\*^5.9162.182--16.0414.78E^−4\*^Vaginal wall extension3.3970.989--11.6660.0523.2840.733--14.7130.120Parametrial extension9.6342.204--42.1120.003\*11.4342.546--51.3430.001\*Endometrial extension6.2782.268--17.3804.06E^−4\*^3.9311.210--12.7670.023\*LVSI0.7470.100--5.5980.7761.0970.143--8.3950.929LNM1.5040.438--5.1690.5171.9580.560--6.8470.293Surgical margin0.0490.000--6.309 E^+8^0.8000.0490.000--1.934E^+14^0.869Histological type0.5240.121--2.2570.3850.6240.142--2.7350.532SCC1.1020.142--8.5400.9261.3720.171--11.0040.766CA1253.3581.281--8.8030.014\*2.6490.918--7.6440.071AFP0.0490.000--5.437E^+11^0.8440.0490.000--9.850E^+12^0.858CEA2.9721.124--7.8600.028\*3.0501.105--8.4160.031\*CA1530.0490.000--6.855 E^+8^0.8000.0490.000--2.287E^+11^0.840CA1994.5040.502--40.3660.1798.5720.775--94.7780.080Combination of CA125 and CEA5.4921.803--16.7290.003\*5.1411.623--16.2870.005\*[^4][^5] Table 3Multivariate Analysis of the Associations Between Prognostic Value and Disease-Free and Overall Survival Rates in Patients with Early-Stage Cervical AdenocarcinomaVariableDisease-Free SurvivalOverall SurvivalHR95% CI*P*HR95% CI*P*FIGO stage2.7141.051--7.0110.039\*1.3570.343--5.3690.664Differentiation3.8411.498--9.8490.005\*3.2791.200--8.9570.021\*Myometrial invasion4.8461.680--13.9830.004\*4.8531.718--13.7120.003\*Parametrial extension1.2080.181--8.0560.8453.410.423--27.4880.249Endometrial extension1.5410.427--5.5680.5090.7050.139--3.5820.674CA1251.4120.300--6.6460.662\-\--CEA0.9150.189--4.4280.9120.8410.167--4.2230.833Combination of CA125 and CEA3.3251.048--10.5500.041\*5.1521.653--16.0550.005\*[^6][^7] Figure 1Kaplan--Meier curves showing the association of aberrant expression of CA125, CEA and combination of CA125 and CEA with patient disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS). Abnormal CA125 (**A**), CEA (**B**), as well as combination of CA125 and CEA (**C**), were significantly associated with shorter DFS and OS.

Receiver Operating Characteristic Analysis {#S0003-S2003}
------------------------------------------

ROC curves for preoperative serum levels of CA125 and CEA to predict DFS and OS are presented in [Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and B. The AUCs for CA125 and CEA in predicting DFS were 0.565 (95% CI: 0.410--0.719, P=0.343) and 0.676 (95% CI: 0.533--0.820, P=0.010), respectively. The AUCs for CA125 and CEA in predicting OS were 0.561 (95% CI: 0.388--0.733, P=0.409) and 0.712 (95% CI: 0.554--0.870, P=0.004). [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} shows the optimal cut-off values and corresponding sensitivity and specificity of each index for predicting DFS and OS. CA125 had the greatest Youden index values for predicting DFS (0.25) and OS (0.25). The optimal CA125 cut-offs for predicting DFS and OS were both 32.60 U/mL. CEA had the greatest Youden index values for predicting DFS (0.35) and OS (0.45). The optimal CEA cut-offs for predicting DFS and OS were 2.85 ng/mL and 2.05 ng/mL.Table 4Sensitivity, Specificity and Youden Index Using Cut-off Points for the Preoperative Serum CA125 and CEA to Predict Disease-Free Survival and Overall SurvivalDisease-Free SurvivalOverall SurvivalCut-offSens (%)Spec (%)Youden IndexCut-offSens (%)Spec (%)Youden IndexCA12532.63590.270.2532.635.2989.890.25CEA2.855084.860.352.0570.5974.470.45[^8] Figure 2The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the preoperative serum CA125 and CEA to predict disease-free survival (**A**) and overall survival (**B**). \*Significant differences (P \< 0.05) of the area under the curve (AUC) of preoperative serum CEA to predict disease-free survival and overall survival.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

In recent years, ADC has shown an upward trend and the incidence of early stage ADC accounts for about 60--70% of all patients. Compared with SCC, ADC has a relatively strong invasive biological behavior and a worse prognosis.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024] The overall survival rates for the early stage SCC and ADC were 90% and 60%, respectively.[@CIT0002] To improve patient's outcome, the current study aimed to look for prognosis predictors of early stage ADC and concluded that preoperative serum CEA and CA125 might have significant prognostic value in early-stage ADC. Furthermore, combined preoperative serum CEA and CA125 levels independently predicted OS and DFS of early-stage ADC, which defines a group of patients at high risk for recurrence and mortality.

In previous studies,[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0028] intrinsic tumor characteristics such as FIGO stage, grade, histological type and LNM have been shown to be significant prognostic value for survival in ADC patients. Similarly, our multivariate analysis showed tumor differentiation and degree of myometrial invasion are also independent predictors of early stage ADC. However, they are postoperative pathologic prediction risk factors, as studies on preoperative predictors of early-stage ADC are scarce. Hence, the ability to distinguish patients with adverse preoperative prognosis predictors of early stage ADC is crucial so that they may receive staging surgery and be given adjuvant therapy. Preoperative tumor markers can be detected in serum regardless of the progression of malignant tumors.[@CIT0029] The detection of tumor markers with malignant disease offers a novel solution for preoperative prediction of early malignant tumors.[@CIT0030] Some tumor-associated antigens have been measured in serum from patients with malignancy and were found to be related to the clinical course of disease.[@CIT0031] Other malignancies closely related to gynecologic cancers have examined serum markers,[@CIT0032]--[@CIT0035] including SCC-Ag, AFP, CA153, CEA, CA125 and CA199 have been of great value for evaluation of pretreatment, treatment effect and for follow-up and establishment of patient prognoses. In our study, we collected clinicopathological data of the early stage ADC patients and analyzed the association of pre-operative serum tumor markers with prognostic value, in order to look for predictive risk factors. Data from our study may help provide more useful tools for prognostic purposes and disease assessment in the postoperative and surveillance period.

According to this study, preoperative serum CEA and CA125 were useful tumor markers in early stage ADC. Among previous studies, serum CEA and CA125 were useful markers for detection and monitoring of the clinical course of CC and closely correlated with the clinicopathological features of ADC, more than with SCC.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016] Similar findings in our study showed preoperative elevated serum CEA and CA125 were both significantly associated with stromal invasion in early stage ADC, and CA125 was associated with LNM. As we mentioned above, the prognosis significance of stromal invasion and LNM in ADC patients have been demonstrated. Survival analysis showed that preoperative elevated serum CEA and CA125 were significantly associated with shorter DFS and OS that indicative of poor prognosis. The ROC-AUC values showed moderate predictive value of CEA in predicting OS, while other serum tumor (including SCC-Ag, AFP, CA153, CA199, CA125) markers have no predictive value. The study indicated that preoperative serum CEA might be associated with early stage ADC prognosis. The sensitivity and specificity are maximized when preoperative serum CEA was 2.05 ng/mL, which is below the upper limit (5.0ng/mL) of the normal range.

In this study, DFS and OS of early stage ADC were up to 50% when serum CEA and CA125 was elevated simultaneously. Many studies focused on the use of multiple tumor markers to increase prognostic accuracy.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0036] In the search for predictors of breast cancer, Li combined preoperative serum CEA and CA125 and concluded that it could be used as an independent predictor of breast cancer prognosis.[@CIT0022] In an analogous fashion, we combined preoperative serum measurements of CEA and CA125 and found that simultaneously elevated CA125 and CEA were significantly associated with FIGO stage, BMI and LNM. Moreover, survival analysis demonstrated that the elevated combination of CEA and CA125 was significantly associated with shorter DFS and OS. Multivariate analysis further verified that the combination of preoperative CEA and CA125 was an independent predictor of shorter DFS and OS of early-stage ADC patients. Thus, our results suggest that the combination of preoperative CEA and CA125 could be a key preoperative tumor marker of poor prognosis of early-stage ADC patients.

Michela and Ren each identified elevated pretreatment levels of SCC-Ag as a prognostic factor in early-stage CC.[@CIT0010],[@CIT0018] Serum AFP, CA153 and CA199 are classical tumor markers with abnormal expression in various human malignancies,[@CIT0017],[@CIT0019] but we did not find the association of these tumor markers with disease prognosis in early-stage ADC.

It's worth thinking about human papilloma virus (HPV) has been shown to be a key factor in the initiation and development of CC. The association between HPV and ADC has also been further studied. Chen found that HPV 18 accounted for a larger proportion in ADC.[@CIT0037] Mabuchi found that HPV 18 can be used as a prognostic factor to evaluate the prognosis of ADC.[@CIT0038] However, in our study, we mainly focused on the predictive effect of preoperative serum tumor markers on early ADC prognosis. In the future research, we will focus on this problem.

The major limitation of our study is that it is a single-center retrospective study. Additionally, the number of patients with elevated preoperative serum tumor markers was small, especially the group with the elevated combination of CA125 and CEA. Hence, the results may be biased. In the future, large-scale prospective clinical studies are necessary to ascertain whether the combined examination of preoperative serum CEA and CA125 could be an independent prognostic biomarker and lead to improvement of patient survival in early-stage ADC.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

We have demonstrated that elevated preoperative serum CA125 and CEA alone is related to multiple clinicopathological features and has prognostic value in early-stage ADC patients. Moreover, our present study has confirmed the independent prognostic value of the combined evaluation of preoperative serum CEA and CA125 levels for early-stage ADC patients. Preoperative serum CA125 and CEA levels can provide additional prognostic information and may be useful in treatment option. Therefore, the tumor markers are a promising avenue for risk evaluation and determination of adjuvant treatment strategies in clinical practice, although our findings should be further validated. Further clinical trials are needed to clarify the utility of these serum biomarkers in decision-making management and treatment for ADC.
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